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Fourteen members were welcomed to our June holiday weekend meeting, and good to see
Pierre back from holidays.
Elwyn has been in and out of hospital this month and now is well on the way to recovery;
also he has been nominated as the Shed's Member of
the Month for June! Well done Elwyn. We received a
nice note emailed from Norm MacPhee wishing us all
the best and remembering fondly his day with us at
Annangrove in 2007.
Today's program will commence with further advice
from John Gillespie regarding the making of the
Batmobiles followed by the usual Show & Tell,
Information Exchange and finishing with a viewing of a Glenn Lucas video.
Housekeeping mainly revolved around the turning of Batmobiles and ball-games for charity
gifts. John Gillespie has produced the blanks for the 20 plus cars and a production plan is
being drawn-up to coordinate batch manufacture. Likewise Colin has ordered the 32 mm
diameter balls and will issue plans for production of the 'body' to be turned by members.
Details of both items should be available soon. Limited wood collection could recommence
when drying space become available. A quantity of larger planks of pine has been donated
(say ~500 x 220 x 52 mm) and 'needs to be cleared quickly.' A request has been made to
have the new 14V lathe connected to the dust collection system. Mention was made of
(another) Christmas stall at Berowra Shopping Mall with a possible turning demonstration,
perhaps we could make a few extra cars and ball-games for sale also?
Lastly our Winter Lunch on Wednesday 26 June from noon at Pennant Hills Pub.
Brian commenced Information Exchange showing ceramic tipped tweezers used to assist
with soldering items to the brass tubes for pens, at $4.80 very
handy. Also shown was a Dapping
Mallet 'head' Brian had recently
made from ooline wood (cardellia
pentastylis)
a
somewhat
rare
hardwood that grows in northern
NSW and southern Queensland. This
mallet head was droplet shaped and
because
of
its
hardness
was
difficult to turn but
finished with a deep
lustre.
Colin followed with a couple of circular mirrors
for sale suitable for incorporating in his recently
demonstrated 'modern dressing table mirror
design' at $3 each; three Polaris pens of
camphor laurel wood but with latitudinal grain

which showed a lot of chatoyance and interesting end-grain character; and the ball-game
toy which has already been explained and is understood to be the kids' latest trendy toy.
Show & Tell was run by Greg and the first items were from Bob.
Bob showed a well finished mahogany plate finished in shellac and wax and a 'specimen'
egg cup of horizontal wood.
This wood hales from the
windblown areas of Tasmania
where it was used for door
handles and smaller turnings.
Tim showed a small straight
sided bowl with a couple of
beads at the rim and showing
good grain, which was made
earlier
that
morning,
supposedly from Chinese elm
and yet to be finished. Also
shown and discussed was a
cylindrical sanding jig suitable
of fitting to a lathe.
Finally Pierre showed a heavy
bowl made from a very hard
eucalyptus burl. Hard to turn
but showing a pleasing style
and finish.
John's advice/demo on Batmobile manufacture
begun with a review of previous knowledge, mainly
the detailed plans emailed last month plus advice as
to how the various major parts will be made and
progressed as a batch, and who will become
involved. Broadly the progression will be via a
number of major operations; turning the provided
blank, fitting the supplied body fin, painting and
lacquering, addition of axles and wheels and fixing
the provided decals etc. Proposed timing will be
confirmed ASAP, but turning can commence as soon
as desired. Following a few member questions and
answers we are now ready to begin.
John has offered to QA the whole
operation and also will be available for
assistance when ever necessary, possibly
from next Thursday.
Following lunch a Glenn Lucas video in his
series of Mastering Woodturning; 'The
Dublin Viking Bowl' was introduced and
screened.
The design of this bowl is based on a
recently discovered elegant wooden bowl

used by Vikings and found in Ireland so it has connections going back to the 11 th century.
Glenn's 75 minute video shows a
range of techniques; his array of
commercially
available
gouges
featuring typical Irish grinding and
their usage, the selection of Vicmarc
products with his use of the larger
VM120 chuck, the use of paraffin oil
for (wet) sanding together with his
excellent turning advice all makes
this a most informative video to
watch and review.
Much of the above was discussed
after the video finished to the benefit
of all members, and hopefully we will
see a few Viking bowls in Show &
Tell next meeting.
Description of the content of videos always leaves a lot to be desired, and as this disk, and
its companion DVD's in the Mastering Woodturning series, are available for loan it is
suggested that members borrow these to view or review Glenn Lucas' most worthwhile
turning exercises.
Thanks John for the ultimate details on Batmobiles.
Attached to complete the newsletter are a few photos from our June Winter Lunch of the
members enjoying the Pennant Hills Hotel hospitality.

Next month's Saturday meeting will
be on 13th July.
For further interest or to join in woodturning go to

www.hornsbymensshed.org.au

